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To all,  

 

As of 3-8-22, HR 3076 bill has passed. The Postal Service Reform Act has exceeded the 60 votes to avoid a filibuster! 

I want to personally thank each and every one of you, all Letter Carriers, who have signed postcards, made phone calls, talked 

to their Representatives and Senators over the past 12 years. You made today possible. This has been a long time coming and 

while there definitely been bumps in the road, everything that we have done has made a difference. Resolutions are the basis  

for this bill so talking up our resolutions with those who represent us, and each other allowed us to gain further insight into how 

this will impact us. This was a clean bill based on those discussions and was passed because of it. While it doesn't contain 

everything that each of us wanted, the bill would have failed if it did contain those things. This bill was crafted to pass with bi-

partisan support, and it did. I cannot quite describe my feelings knowing that we have succeeded in our quest, but it is 

wonderful. But before we relax and plot our plan to fix the next problem on the horizon let us make 3 more calls. Let us call our 

Representatives and both Senators and thank them for their vote to save America's Postal Service. Rep. Buck, Lamborn, and 

Boebert, please call and thank them for listening to us. We met with each and am grateful for their time and questions and 

concerns. And after you make those calls take a deep breath and relax. Until the NALC calls on you again, enjoy and be safe.  

 

Doug Jaynes, 

Vice President COSALC 

This was the final bipartisan votes, 

YES VOTE - 79 

NO VOTE - 19 

 

The bill now moves to President Biden’s desk where he is expected to sign this monumental legislation into law, 
Thank You for your hard work!  

Be happy, Be safe, in Unity, 

Todd Tucker - tucker@cosalc.org 


